Pune Vidyarthi Griha’s COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY,
44, Vidyanagari, Parvati, PUNE – 411 009.
Phone Number – (020) 24228258/65 Website : www.pvgcoet.ac.in

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
TO
Students reporting for Confirmation of Admission through CAP Rounds in the First Year of Degree Courses in Engineering for the Academic Year 2019 – 20.

The Candidate should submit attested Xerox copies of following Documents arranged as per below given sequence along with college admission form for the confirmation of Admission.

1. College fees payment Bank Challan.
2. College Admission form.
3. Seat Acceptance Letter given by ARC.
4. Migration Certificate for Students other than Maharashtra State Board of Education. (For CBSE/ICSE Board & OMS Students Only)
5. 12th Jr. College Leaving Certificate / Transfer Certificate.
6. Affidavit for Educational Gap [if applicable].
7. 10th / S.S.C. Marks Sheet.
8. CET / JEE Mains 2019 Score Card.
11. Income Certificate. [for TFWS students only]
12. Caste Certificate. [For Reserved Category Students]
17. Proforma F for Physically Handicapped Students.
18. Adhaar Card.

* Set of Original Documents is to be submitted separately.

STUDENT SHOULD KEEP FIVE EXTRA SETS (ATTESTED COPIES) AND SOFT COPY (.PDF) OF ABOVE LISTED DOCUMENTS FOR THEIR FUTURE NEEDS / REQUIREMENTS (If any).